Day, evening, and weekend classes with award winning instructors and state of the art facilities.

Getting started with science and technology begins with the central science of chemistry.

There are three pathways into the science of chemistry. Which is the best choice for your goals?
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There is no better place to get started. There is no better time to start.

ICANBECOME.ORG

Before you study solar systems and stars, you start with helium and hydrogen. If you want to know nutrition and respiration, you begin with carbon and oxygen. Skyscrapers stand because of iron and the semiconductor industry is the business of silicon. For most college students, the first collegiate science course is chemistry.
YOUR FIRST CHEMISTRY CLASS

There are three “first” college chemistry classes. Each serves as an introduction to the central science of chemistry and covers many of the same topics. However the purpose, context, pace, and goals of students taking them are very different. There is also a valuable “before” chemistry course to consider — Preparation for Chemistry.

INTRODUCTORY CHEMISTRY CHEM 192
Introductory or elementary chemistry is a solid introduction to the foundation topics of chemistry. It meets general education requirements for science, is transferable to UC and CSU systems, and meets the requirements for RadTech and other certifications. This one semester 4 unit class with lab is a good general purpose introduction to chemistry.

HEALTH CHEMISTRY CHEM 410
Covering many of the topics of introductory chemistry and adding more in organic and biochemistry, it is often described as GOB (general, organic & bio) chemistry. With a targeted and rapid-paced presentation designed to support students with goals in nursing, PT or PA programs, this one semester 4 unit class with lab is a unique option for students in the health care industry.

GENERAL CHEMISTRY CHEM 210/220
The most challenging first chemistry course is the general chemistry series which provides an in-depth and robust foundation required for most STEM programs. General chemistry will cover topics from atomic theory through quantum mechanics and requires strong algebra skills and a solid foundation in general science. This is a two semester series of 5 unit classes with lab.